Abstract-In this paper the precise foreground mask is obtained in a complex environment by applying simple and effective methods on a video sequence consisting of multi-colour and multiple foreground object environment. To detect moving objects we use a simple algorithm based on block-based motion estimation, which requires less computational time. To obtain a full and improved mask of the moving object, we use an openingand-closing-by-reconstruction mechanism to identify the minima and maxima inside the foreground object by applying a set of morphological operations. This further enhances the outlines of foreground objects at various stages of image processing. Therefore, the algorithm does not require the knowledge of the background image. That is why it can be used in real world video sequences to detect the foreground in cases where we do not have a background model in advance. The comparative performance results demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed algorithm.
I. Introduction
T HE FOREGROUND is the more visible and prominent part of the scene in a picture or video. In contrast to the background, the foreground can be defined as that part of the scene in an image, which consists of bits closer to the viewer, while the background refers to bits at the back or further away from the viewer. The foreground may refer to an image object relatively closer to the camera. Foreground detection in a video is the identification of the Region of Interest (ROI) or the identification of the moving objects (foreground) and the static parts (background). Due to its motion, a human is considered as a foreground by the surveillance systems. Therefore, the challenge in detecting a foreground is to fully cover the shape of the moving object in various motion styles, e.g., walking, sitting or jumping. The foreground detection is the prerequisite step for many video analysis systems such as intelligent video surveillance or vehicular traffic analysis, human detection and tracking, or gesture recognition in human-machine interface and video compression. So far, different algorithms have been proposed but none of them can be considered as a comprehensive solution for different situations and application scenarios. Furthermore, the level of complexity in the foreground detection may depend on the level of complexity of the video.
The following situations in the analysis of the videos should be considered to construct an efficient algorithm for foreground detection. Since, the videos can be of different nature due to the application scenarios involved, the algorithm should be efficient enough to capture the details given below: 1) In talk shows the background is usually static, while the foreground consists of moving objects. 2) There can be situations where the background and foreground are both moving at the same time (e.g., in mobile videos due to camera movement). 3) There might be a situation where the ROI in the video under analysis is static while the camera, which captures the video, is moving (e.g., in cases of aerial surveys). 4) Light variation should be taken into account. Cases of cloudy weather need a different approach to extract the desired foreground compared to cases of sunny weather. A similar situation can arise when a video is captured in cases where the objects are moving from a dark or semi-dark environment to high intensity light locations. 5) Colour and texture changes are also important features to be taken into account. Since, there are multiple objects in the same frame of the same colour or texture, these objects need to be individually identified by the foreground detection algorithm. The outline of this paper is as follows. An overview of foreground detection algorithms is described in Section II. The proposed algorithm is discussed in Section III. Section IV presents various performance measure results in comparison with state of the art algorithms. Finally, the conclusion is presented in Section V.
II. An Overview of Foreground Detection Algorithms The foreground detection algorithms can be classified into two major categories [1] , i.e., the derivative and background subtraction algorithms, as shown in Fig. 1 The derivative algorithms work under the assumption that the foreground objects compared to the background change rapidly while the background remains static or changes very slowly. The drawback of these algorithms is that they cannot accurately extract the foreground, when the background changes very fast. The background subtraction or frame differencing algorithms provide one of the most convenient ways for foreground detection [2] , [1] - [3] due to their simple implementation and processing. In these algorithms, the foreground is calculated according to the expression:
where R i is a foreground-free (reference) image and R j is the current image taken when the foreground object is present. In these methods, each video frame is continuously compared to the reference image (background model). The situation where pixels of the current frame deviate significantly from respective pixels of the reference image points to a moving object in the current image. Furthermore, the subtraction algorithms are used to manipulate the obtained foreground pixels for object location and tracking. The main drawback of these algorithms is that in real situations it is not always possible to have foreground-free images. Also, the algorithms encounter problems in several cases of background variation, e.g., cases of camera motion, background that contains shadows, wavering of plant branches or illumination changes. To overcome these problems, the Gaussian function [4] can be applied for optimum results. The Gaussian function describes the distribution of colour in the stable background of an object. This process is performed on each pixel of the object of interest [5] , [6] . To follow the changes in the background of the video, the Gaussian model parameters are recursively updated.
A. Derivative Algorithms
The derivative algorithms can be further classified into the following three sub-types: 1) Single Difference Algorithms: These algorithms compare the pixels between the current and previous frames of the video sequence in such a way that pixels, whose difference is significant (difference equal to 1 or 2) and based on prethreshold, become the background [7] - [9] .
2) Double Difference Algorithms: The double difference algorithms consider the variations in three or more adjacent frames of the video under analysis. One of the advantages of these algorithms is their ability to filter sudden changes occurring due to image noises [10] , [11] .
3) Optical Flow Algorithms: The optical flow algorithms are primarily based on motion vectors and use the spatiotemporal derivatives of pixel values or block matching techniques [12] . Since this method does not use background subtraction, it produces good results in cases where the background image is not available [13] , [14] , [15] - [18] . Obviously, in these cases the traditional background methods fail. The optical flow algorithms estimate the motion between two frames, which are taken at a time interval.
All the above methods consider only the changing parts of an image as the foreground. This is not always true and can further cause two types of problems respectively called foreground aperture and false foreground detection. The case of foreground aperture occurs when the foreground (moving part) is much bigger compared to the background and thus is assumed as the background of the video sequence. This situation might happen because the object in the frame is temporarily still or because it shares the same texture or colour, and thus the motion is only detected in the borders. The case of false foreground detection occurs when there are light variations in the background or very small waving of trees branches.
B. Background Subtraction Algorithms
The background subtraction algorithms can be further classified into the following three sub-types: 1) Probabilistic Models: In these models, the background of the video is represented as a probability distribution. This probabilistic representation can be applied by using either a parametric or a non-parametric approach. The parametric approach adopts Gaussian distributions [4] while the nonparametric uses Kernel Density Estimation (KDE) [19] . In these methods, the current frame is initially compared with the background and the probability of each pixel is computed according to the background probability distribution. Then, all those pixels whose probabilities are below a threshold are considered as the foreground.
2) Reference image models: These models [20] , [21] consider the background in the form of a single or multiple frames. The comparison is performed between the current and the background reference frames by taking the colour space distance between any two corresponding pixels. The selection of the foreground is based on each pixel distance above a threshold.
3) Neural Models: In these models, Artificial Neural Networks (ANNs) [22] are used to identify the foreground in the video sequence. The ANNs are trained by using a set of random frames. After the training procedure, the ANNs can further classify the pixels into background or foreground.
Researchers have recommended background subtraction methods to solve several problems [1] , [13] - [18] , [23] , [27] . Some popular methods use Gaussian average, temporal median filter, mixture of Gaussian (MoG), Kernel Density Estimation (KDE), Sequential Kernel Density Approximation (SKDA), co-occurrence of image variation and eigen-backgrounds. Comparisons in terms of performance based on essential parameters such as speed, memory and accuracy show that Gaussian average or a temporal median filter is the fastest method, provides acceptable accuracy and requires less memory than other methods. The MoG and KDE methods exhibit good accuracy but KDE requires high memory usage. SKDA and KDE methods have almost the same accuracy, but SKDA requires less memory than KDE. The co-occurrence of image variation and eigen-background methods exhibit fair accuracy, and they require reasonable computational time and memory [28] .
MoG is one of the most recent methods proposed for foreground detection [23] , [24] . In MoG, the colours of the background objects' pixels are represented by multiple Gaussian distributions. Many researchers have reported that more than two Gaussians can badly degrade the foreground object extraction [6] , [29] . The main disadvantages of MoG are the computational complexity of the method and the fact that the variables require careful setting. Thus, the method requires more time in processing. Also, MoG is very sensitive to sudden changes in global illumination and thus produces inaccurate results. Consequently, when the scene is still for a long time, a rapid change in global illumination may turn the whole frame into foreground [25] . Criminisi's algorithm [30] uses depth information to separate the foreground from background object inside an image. Recently, foreground detection in 3D video areas has been applied, [30] , [31] , and is a challenging issue for the researchers.
C. Constraints
Most of the foreground extraction approaches are based on the assumptions that stationary objects are included in the background and that their colour and intensity may change gradually with time. A simple way to overcome this issue and make the colour of the background pixels smooth is the application of an Infinite Impulse Response (IIR) or Kalman filter [32] , [33] .
III. Approach to Experimental Work
The objective in any foreground detection algorithm is to find areas of the video sequence where motion exists. The next task is to identify sufficiently the mask of the moving object. This task is more challenging than the first one. The motion of objects is estimated by block-matching techniques, which find matching blocks in a video sequence [34] , [35] .
In the present study, we adopt the Adaptive Rood Pattern Search (ARPS), which is based on the fact that motion in a frame is generally coherent, i.e., if the macro-blocks around a given macro-block move to a certain direction, this macroblock is highly probable to have a similar motion vector (MV). In the ARPS, each macro-block benefits from the MV of its adjacent left one to guess its own MV.
The ARPS estimates the four endpoints of the four-armed rood pattern of its diamond (Small Diamond Search Pattern (SDSP) or Large Diamond Search Pattern (LDSP)) along with the predicted MV (from the neighboring block) to measure the current block motion tendency. Primarily, a minimum sum of absolute difference (SAD) is found and it becomes the center for unit sized rood pattern. The four endpoints of the fourarmed rood pattern (either SDSP or LDSP) are then calculated and compared with the SAD to find a new minimum SAD. This is repeated in order to find the minimum SAD at the rood center.
The search pattern has a very important role in searching algorithms and its size has its own significance. A small search pattern is useful primarily for small motion detection and will result in false estimates while probing a large MV. In such a case, a large search pattern is suitable. The current block MV is predicted from the MVs of the most important blocks around the current block, i.e., above, above right, above left and left blocks. Further details can be found in [36] .
The size of the rood shape refers to the distance between the center and any vertex point (Fig. 2) . The MV distribution in the horizontal and vertical directions is higher than that in other directions, [37] . The search can detect fast the motion in the horizontal or vertical directions as these are the most probable motions of cameras. Also, a MV is possible to be decomposed into its horizontal and vertical components. The rood shape is able to detect the main tendency of motion which is the purpose of the initial search. Summarizing, the adaptive pattern is a rood-shaped pattern with four vertices and a search point which is specified by the predicted MV. The initial adaptive rood search leads to the final step of local search, avoiding extra intermediate searches [38] , [39] .
The eventual objective of any foreground detection algorithm is to estimate not only the motion part M part but also the static part S part of the foreground object, as given below:
The foreground defined by (2) is displayed in Fig. 3 . The foreground area given by can be easily detected by our motion estimation technique, with few miscalculated or over-calculated areas of motion that will be assumed to be noise. Since M part ∩ S part returns only moving parts of the object, the full mask of the foreground object is calculated by the expression:
To calculate (4), the minima and maxima of the foreground object are determined by a morphological operation called opening-and-closing by reconstruction. Minima and maxima are areas inside the foreground where the intensity values are low and high, respectively.
Morphological operations (MOs), like dilation and erosion, are also used on binary images to remove noise or irrelevant details. In general, dilation expands, while erosion shrinks the pixel areas according to a defined radii or structuring element. A structuring element defines how many pixels (with respect to radius) should be used to dilate or erode an image. Mathematically, dilation of an image α by factor β is defined as given below:
Dilation has the effect of increasing the size of an object. Erosion of the image α by a factor β is defined by the expression:
where β is the structuring element and α c is the complement of α.
The proposed algorithm estimates the motion, while the minima and maxima of the foreground object in the video sequence are determined frame by frame, as given in Fig. 4 . The motion estimation process is block-based and results in a large amount of noise. For this purpose, MOs such as dilation and erosion are applied. As a result, a sufficiently noiseless foreground is obtained, as shown in the Fig. 5 , but still with some missing areas of foreground objects. The minima and maxima are determined by the opening-and-closing-byreconstruction operation, which is pixel-based and consists of MOs called opening and closing. These operations are respectively defined by the following expressions:
where α is the image and β is the structuring element. The algorithm that finds maxima is briefly given below:
Step 1: Define structuring element β
Step 2: Apply opening operation on image α
Step 3: Apply closing operation on the result of step 2
Step 4: Reconstruct results from step 2 and 3
Step 5: Apply closing MO on the result of step 2 Step 6: Dilate reconstructed result from step 4
Step 7: Reconstruct complemented results from steps 4 and 6
Step 8: Complement result of step 7
Step 9: Apply regional maxima operation on step 8 The algorithm that finds minima is described in Fig. 6 . For both algorithms, all given operations are applied once per frame. Both minima and maxima are added to obtain a sufficient mask of the object. The final mask is constructed from the masks extracted by the block-based motion estimation and the opening-and-closing-by-reconstruction operation, as shown in Fig. 7 . Fig. 8 displays the original frames of a video sequence, Fig. 9 shows the ground truth of the above frames, Figs. 10 to 13 demonstrate the respective frames after foreground detection by various state of the art algorithms [4] , [40] , [42] , and finally, the results of the proposed algorithm are given in Fig. 14 . For better understanding, the obtained results are also given in RGB format in Fig. 15 .
IV. Comparative Performance Results
In general, the following parameters are involved in the calculation of different performance measures: 1) True Positive (tp): refers to the number of foreground pixels correctly detected. 2) False Positive (fp): refers to the number of background pixels incorrectly detected as foreground. 3) False Negative (fn): refers to the number of foreground pixels incorrectly detected as background. 4) True Negative (tn) refers to the number of background pixels correctly detected. To quantitatively compare the proposed method, the above parameters are used to define eleven performance metrics. These are:
1) Precision
2) Recall or Sensitivity or True Positive Rate
3) F-score of Precision and Recall 
10) Accuracy accuracy = (tp + tn) (tp + fn + fp + tn)
11) False Positive Rate
The ideal value of all the above metrics is 1 except for BER and FPR whose ideal value is 0. By using these indices, the proposed method is compared with state of the art algorithms, such as optical flow [40] , Soo Wan Kim approach [42] , MoG [4] , and SGM-R [41] . The results are given in Fig. 16 . In this figure, all the values have been converted into percentages for more clarity. It is obvious that the proposed algorithm clearly outperforms the other four methods. SGM-R is the second best approach. MoG being a technique quite similar to SGM-R is found in the third place, while, the Soo Wan Kim algorithm is found in the fourth place. Overall, the performance of the optical flow technique is found non satisfactory. One of the main reasons of this great difference in the results is that apart from the optical flow method all the other methods use background subtraction and thus require a reference image which is free of foreground objects. However, in real world videos, like the one used here, it is not possible to have foreground-free images in advance.
V. Conclusion
This paper presents a simple and effective algorithm to obtain sufficiently precise foreground using motion estimation, maxima and minima inside the foreground object. For quick and accurate block motion estimation, the ARPS algorithm was used. To obtain precise mask of the foreground, the opening-and-closing-by-reconstruction operation was applied. A comparison with previous studies on foreground detection shows that the proposed algorithm produces better foreground masks and is relatively more accurate in terms of several performance metrics.
